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ABSTRACT 

 
As in India each minute's one individual dies because he isn't always capable of attain the health center in time so 

we are developing an utility with the intention to lessen the time. the primary characteristic of those task will lessen 

the time among ambulance driving force and the sufferers and it will store someone's life. records era has become a 

critical part of our dynamic existence for every human being in the global and usage of smartphones is growing 

exponentially. aged peoples who're unable to offer correct facts and utilize the emergency phone calls, users whom 

discover themselves in an unknown area that may not be described or offer an accurate cope with while emergency 

takes place, casualties which because of the overdue arrival of ambulance and looking for an available close by 

ambulance have been a number of the hustling factor that confronted by way of cutting-edge speedy tempo 

community. With extra congested roads and inadequate information, the hunt and rescue operation grow to be 

nearly not possible. This Android based cellular software project will completely trade the native manner of calling 

an ambulance and it'll be extra efficient and dependable for the emergency scientific offerings (EMS). This app will 

help the consumer to get any to be had ambulance without calling the hospitals to check for the ambulance 

availability. The app reacts with just one tab at the button and it's going to send the notification of user’s 

information and location through GPRS to nearby ambulance manipulate centre. Then it’s the authority’s hand to 

approve the asked notification. Once the request is widely wide-spread, the GPS area will be despatched to the 

ambulance motive force with the intention to cause the user region. It also enables to save you fraud calls and tracks 

down the perpetrator who misuse the EMS with the aid of diverting the service from higher needy.  
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1. Introduction 

As in India maximum of the cities are going to be clever city but as in underneath the clever metropolis we a lot 

again to obtain the word of clever. If we improve efficiency in healthcare sector it is not clean undertaking because 

of these we are able to require some time however we are able to do it. As our project i.e. ambulance services which 

we've got got concept with the aid of seeing our daily life. Where in we can see that every minute and every hour 

some die due to not reaching. Health center inside time. The need of quick and green services are almost important 

in each factors specifically in terms of medical offerings. Sufferers are basically having problems on looking for an 

ambulance, handling the places and availability of the restrained provider inside the time of emergency. As a 

consequence the ambulance drivers ought to have right facts supplied to them in order that they gained wander away 

or locate themselves attempting to find the exact region of the patient. This made the ambulance driving force to loss 

and not able attain to the affected person who want on the spot clinical interest. The primary intention is to lessen 

the time of calling the operator and to request an ambulance, reduce fraud calls and to permit ambulance driver to 

find the victim without problems by means of using GPS signal. 
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2. SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS 

Components use 

 

 Hardware Requirements 

Smart mobile phone 

CPU-Quad-core Max 1.40GHz 

Internal memory – 8 GB RAM 

 Software Requirements 

Android Studio 

Programming:  java  

Operating System: Windows 7 

 

3. OBJECTIVE 

 
The purpose of the application is to give better idea for rescue system with user friendly interface in case of 

emergency and rescue situation. At the present, there is no such application which can facilitate the people in case of 

emergency through a smart phone app. [1] 

 

 

4. WORKING OF OUR PROJECT 

In our application we are giving facility of reserving ambulance in addition like how we ebook cabs. it will likely be 

very critical application for us from which we will reduce time and deliver patient on time. In our software there can 

be two modules wherein one can be for consumer/affected person and other may be for ambulance driving force. In 

our venture facts can be kept competently and in systematic manner so that it will clean to maintain data of 

customers and drivers. In our assignment we will effortlessly discover ambulance in addition to consumer as it 

should be thru which it'll reduce the time of calling to everyother. 

 

Chart -1 GPS 
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5. STEPS TO USE APPLICATION 

 Driver Registration 

 User login 

 View Vehicle location availability 

 Send user location to driver 

 Server take decision about path and serving vehicle 

 User call the driver and check Available Ambulance 

 

6. ADVANTAGES 

 

 Stay monitoring and status statistics of all to be had ambulances in a map which enables for 

quick     redirection of the ambulance to a vital spot. 

 Enables health center authorities to be expecting the advent time of emergency instances and 

to do previous preparations.  

 Higher management and responsibility of ambulance operations.  

 Advanced response times, potentially saving lives.  

 Greater accuracy for allocating sources and strategic making plans. 

 

7. DISADVANTAGES 

 User wishes to name and supply them specific place to capable them to track and attain 

the consumer on time. 

 Person need to test availability of the ambulance to make certain they get the ambulance. 

 

8.SCOPE OF PROJECT 

 
we are able to be desiring greater unique database and minor roads for proper and earliest identity. In destiny, AMS 

can be utilized by the emergency provider providers. This prototype can be used for functioning and to find the 

closest path from police car to the crime vacation spot. And also to locate the hearth spot on virtual map. The AMS 

machine may also be offering a detailed geodatabase of every town particular. afterward, similar era can be applied 

in the railways for secure transportation. 

G3 technology are: Geographical statistics device 

worldwide Positioning machine 

GSM 

these G3 technologies will be further used for following needs like displaying, locating and transmitting statistics. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, a concept is proposed for saving a patient's life in a faster way feasible. With this software, the 

ambulance can reach the sufferers as place is given via the app. hence it reduces the time complexity and allows to 

provide faster scientific offerings. 
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